
MackinBounds™ are the nation’s best prebounds year after year – guaranteed.

• 100% guaranteed  Kids are no match for the durable MackinBound book. Our books are bound to 
meet high-volume circulations and are fully guaranteed against defects as long as the purchased 
ISBNs remain in print. If you do need to replace a book, it will be fully cataloged and processed exactly 
like the original.

• Saves you money  Choose MackinBound binding and you’ll eliminate the cost of replacing your worn-
out paperbacks. Plus, MackinBounds generally cost less than library or trade bindings.

• Always free standard cataloging and processing  As with all your Mackin books, your 
MackinBounds will be delivered shelf-ready with our precision cataloging and processing. You’ll be 
amazed at how great they look on your library shelves.

ALWAYS TOUGH. BUILT TO LAST. FULLY GUARANTEED.
Carefully manufactured at our dedicated Mackin-owned production facility.
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Mackin has the largest age-appropriate PreK-12 database in the country. You’re not limited to an inventory sitting 
in a warehouse. Plus, MackinBound books usually cost less than Permabound, Bound to Stay Bound, FollettBound, or 
any other prebound supplier.

Largest Selection. Lowest prices.

Cross-gutter
text & art look

spectacular!

Perfect for
graphic novels!

Class A Binding. High-density 
binder board (88-point thickness) is 
used to construct MackinBound covers, 
meeting strength specifications for Class 
A library binding.

End Sheets Won’t Fade. 
Acid-free end sheets are used in every 
book and won’t turn yellow over time.

Cover Wipes Clean. 
MackinBound covers are protected with 
an easy-to-clean, long-lasting nylon 
laminate. Dirt and spills wipe right off!

Consumer Safety First.
MackinBound books are constructed 
with quality materials — no lead 
products or toxic glues — so you can be 
assured that our books are safe for your 
students and staff.

Colorful, Sharp Cover Art. First, the entire cover of the 
original paperback is scanned at high resolution — front, back and spine. 
If needed, we reproduce the title on the spine so it’s easy to read. Finally, 
we print the covers using advanced four-color digital technology to create a 
look that is as good as — or better than — the paperback cover.

Tough Binding for All Sizes. For sewn books, we 
use high-strength polyester thread that will last through the years. Glued 
MackinBounds have a tough double-fan binding. We use a slow-drying 
PVA cold glue that is flexible and won’t crack over time. For books with 
small gutter margins, we notch the book before applying the glue, which 
prevents the words and pictures from getting lost in the gutter.

Durable, Flat Spine. For added strength and reinforcement, 
a strip of hard flexboard — the same thickness as the cover — is placed in 
the spine. The flexboard makes the spine flat and easy to read on the shelf.

Flat spine is
easy to read!

No lead-based products
or toxic glues!
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